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Topology optimization is one of the most flexible optimization methods which can not only modify its shape but also allow the 
connectivity (i.e. topology) of the object to change independently of the initial topology information such as connectivity of the 
design domain. Over the past three decades, topology optimization has been mainly studied in structural design and the 
methods are matured to a level where it can be applied to real-world engineering problems. In general, topology 
optimization involves a large design space because of a high degree of freedom for shape and topology representation (i.e., 
the number of design variables is often equal to the number of elements in the finite element mesh). In order to solve such large 
scale problems, the gradient based approaches are often employed since they can handle a large number of design variables and 
find an optimum in a short time as long as the sensitivity (aka derivative) of the objective function is available. However, the 
application of topology optimization to the heat and fluid problems is still limited since the objective function in these problems 
tends to be a multi-modal function or non-differentiable, which is difficult to solve by conventional gradient-based methods. 
This thesis focuses on topology optimization of micro heat sink and micromixer. The purpose of this thesis is to develop a 
topology optimization method for fluid and thermal problems using genetic algorithm and to clarify the fluid motions in 
microchannel. In order to apply genetic algorithm to fluid and/or thermal problems efficiently, the Kriging model is employed 
to reduce the computational cost for function evaluation. Moreover, this thesis proposes original representation methods which 
enable us to represent a complex configuration including topological change with a reasonable number of design variables. 
In Chapter 2, topology optimization is applied to design a heat sink. The configuration of the channel is decided by 
topology optimization using the level-set based representation method. In this chapter, we propose a two-phase representation 
method consisting of two partial differential equations. The first equation gives the crude distribution of the level-set function in 
the entire design domain. The crude level-set distribution is so steep that the wall of the projected two-dimensional flow 
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channel is often wavy. In order to relax such a steep distribution of the level-set function, the second equation, which is 
expressed as the Helmholtz equation, is applied. The Helmholtz equation introduces two independent weights for x- and 
y-directions. These weights play a key role to smoothen the distribution. That is, we can control the steepness of the distribution 
in higher degree of freedom and represent the change of shapes in addition to the topological change by just introducing two 
additional design variables. Firstly, the proposed method is applied to a single objective optimization problem to maximize heat 
transfer performance. In the case studies, GA found several local optima in addition to the global optimum, which suggests that 
the objective function is a multi-modal function and the effectiveness of using genetic algorithm. The local and global optima 
indicate that the size, number, and shape of the heat source(s) put inside the channel are quite important for high heat transfer 
performance. More specifically, the shape of heat sources should form streamlined shape so as not to provoke flow separation. 
Secondly, the proposed method is applied to a multi-objective optimization problem considering minimizing pressure loss as a 
second objective function. The proposed representation method and the non-dominated solutions revealed that not only the 
topology of the channel but also their shape contribute to improve both objectives.  
 In Chapter 3, a two-phase flow problem to design micromixer is solved by topology optimization with genetic 
algorithm. Due to the small size of the micromixer, the flow in the microchannel is mainly dominated by laminar flow and the 
mixing is enhanced by the molecular diffusion. Since the molecular diffusion is a very slow process, it needs more time and 
longer channel length to complete mixing. Hence, the mixing must be enhanced by further mechanism in order to complete 
mixing in a short channel length and short reaction time. The key idea to enhance mixing is to increase the interface between 
two fluids. Micromixers can be classified into two types based on their mechanisms to enhance mixing; active and passive 
mixers. Active micromixers perturb the flow by external sources. Although active micromixers can improve mixing efficiency, 
most of them are complex to fabricate and operate. On the other hand, passive micromixers do not require external actuator and 
they enhance mixing by changing their geometries to generate convection. Then, the interface between fluids are stretched and 
folded and the efficient mixing is achieved. This study aims to enhance mixing by using configuration of grooves attached on 
the bottom of the channel. In order to represent complex configuration of grooves with a reasonable number of design variables, 
this study employs a representation method based on a graph theory. Two different design domains are considered; (1) convex 
case: grooves are attached toward outside of the channel, (2) concave case: grooves are attached toward inside of the channel. 
Three case studies are conducted in convex case to investigate the proper number of grooves and the influence of adopting 
different width for each groove. These case studies reveal that grooves should compose asymmetric configuration to enhance 
mixing through convection. Oblique grooves transport one fluid to the other fluid side and enhance mixing by distorting the 
fluid interface. Moreover, these case studies also reveal that the proper number of grooves where a global optimum may locate 
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in close proximity. GA can explore and reach the global optimum more efficiently on the Kriging model constructed by the 
sample points with the proper number of grooves. In each case, GA found several local optima which indicate the objective 
function is a multi-modal function and revealed that the global optimum enhances mixing by not only distorting the interface 
but also splitting. Then, the proposed method is applied to concave case. Although the asymmetric configuration of grooves is 
essential to enhance mixing as well as in convex case, the local and global optima indicate that the configuration plays a 
different role compared with those of convex grooves. In this case, not only the oblique grooves but also the short lateral 
grooves also play a key role that stretching the fluid interface by velocity difference on the ethanol and water side. Then, the 
velocity difference leads to the folding of the fluid interface. The fluid interface is repeatedly stretched and folded in the mixer, 
which means that the contact area of two fluids is increased dramatically. Thus, although they needs high pressure, the mixing 
performance in concave grooves problem is much superior to that in the convex cases. The approach proposed in this chapter 
offered a novel aspect on application of GA to fluid topology optimization and showed promising potential for the design of 
micromixers. The designers can choose a proper micromixer based on their purpose; the convex grooves enhance mixing with 
modest pressure loss, and the concave grooves enhance mixing in shorter channel length at the cost of high pressure loss. 
 In Chapter 4, considering more practical situation, robust topology optimization of micromixer, which is an 
extension of the study in Chapter 3, is conducted. This chapter considers two different types of uncertainty, error in 
manufacturing and error in operation. Error in manufacturing is expressed as perturbation on dimensions of the grooves and 
error in operation is expressed as perturbation on the inlet fraction. The robust topology optimization is applied to the concave 
case conducted in Chapter 3 since the preliminary parametric study shows that the mixing performance of the concave case is 
very sensitive to the perturbation compared with the convex case. In order to clarify the relationship between the performance 
and robustness, GA is applied to solve the multi-objective optimization problem minimizing the mean and the standard 
deviation of the mixing efficiency. Since the robust optimization is inherently more expensive than the deterministic models 
and the cost often becomes prohibitive. In order to evaluate the structures considering uncertainties and to obtain their statistics, 
this study employs two-stage approach using two Kriging models. In the first phase, the Kriging model of the objective 
function in deterministic optimization (model 1) is constructed until the model satisfies sufficient accuracy. The additional 
sample points added in Chapter 3 are also included in the initial sample points of model 1 to obtain more accurate model and to 
facilitate the exploration. In the second phase, we first give perturbation to each sample points on the model 1 assuming each 
sample point follows a truncated normal distribution and calculate the means and the standard deviations of these sample points. 
Then, we construct the Kriging model for these means and standard deviations (model 2) and the Pareto front of the statistics 
are explored by GA. This chapter contains three case studies; two cases consider each uncertainty separately and one case 
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considers both uncertainties concurrently. In the case considering error in manufacturing solely, the non-dominated solutions 
indicate clear relationship between dimensions and robustness. Several non-dominated solutions imply that relying on 
stretching and folding for high mixing efficiency is not preferable since such phenomena are quite sensitive to the perturbation 
on dimensions. In order to obtain the balanced solution, we could design a channel in which these phenomena occur less 
frequent. In the case considering error in operation only, the non-dominated solutions indicate that the topology of the grooving 
structure is more important than its dimension. In this case, high robustness could be achieved easily by design the 
configuration of grooves more symmetric. On the other hand, for high mixing performance, we could employ the long oblique 
grooves as auxiliary structures which push the interface toward the short lateral grooves for being stretched. Finally, in the case 
considering both uncertainties, we could exploit the insights obtained in the previous cases. In other words, following three 
factors are important to balance the performance and robustness; (1) the dimension of grooves should not be too high since 
stretching and folding are very sensitive to perturbation on the dimension, (2) symmetry of configuration which can ensure 
high robustness to the perturbation on the inlet fraction, and (3) the mutual relationship of short lateral grooves and long oblique 
grooves which makes the flow motion more robust to the perturbation on the inlet fraction and improves the mixing 
performance . 
 Consequently, this thesis proposes novel approaches of fluid topology optimization using non-gradient based 
method which is difficult to solve by conventional gradient-based approaches. The proposed methods are applied to the 
deterministic optimization of heat sink, micromixer and the robust optimization of micromixer. In single-objective problems, 
several local optima and global optimum are explored by GA and the fluid motions of each optimum are investigated. In 
multi-objective problems, the Pareto front is revealed so that a designer can choose arbitrary solutions among the 
non-dominated solutions based on their demand. The aforementioned results of global topology optimization offer specific 
guidelines to design efficient micro heat sink and passive micromixer. 
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